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Tracking

Managing your 
candidates 

Candidate focused 
features

Software 
integration

We’re proud of the features of engage|ats - and rightly so. They’re market-leading, and in abundance. 
Each one has been designed to enhance your recruitment brand, by providing a positive experience for 
your candidates, and making life much easier for you as a recruiter. Below are some examples of the 
multitude of features and functionality that can be used on engage|ats.
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Managing your vacancies
When it comes to vacancy management, we’ve got you covered. Our range of options are advanced but  
remain easy to use. Quickly create templates and JDs, and apply them across channels and roles just as fast.  
For more information, please click the links below.
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Managing your candidates
The recruitment process can be complex. But not if we have anything to do with it.  
engage|ats makes moving, managing and maintaining candidate information seamless, quick, and easy. 
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Software integration
engage|ats doesn’t just sit alongside your HR ecosystem, it fits right in. Here’s how. 
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Reporting and Tracking
We’re not the first to say it – and we definitely won’t be the last – but data really matters. It allows you  
to spot opportunities to improve at every point of the recruitment process. So, here’s how we can help. 
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Candidate focused features
First impressions are important in interviews. But they often come far before that.  
For candidates – it’s when they apply for your role. That’s why providing a seamless,  
positive experience couldn’t really be more important. 
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THIS IS ENGAGE|ATS

For more information, please contact:
Lisa Wiedemann, Business Development Manager
email: lisa.wiedemann@havaspeople.com
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Speculative applications  
and Talent pool 


Building up a talent pool is an amazing move for 
almost any organisation. That’s where this function 
comes into its own. Candidates can upload their CV 
and submit speculative applications for roles they 
like the look of. As a recruiter, you can then search 
through this speculative application pool, either 
filtered by vacancy or CV. And, when a vacancy  
does become available, you can invite these 
candidates to apply directly.


Vacancy approval


Vacancy approval lets managers review the details  
of any vacancy that’s about to be advertised. 
Meaning the manager can make sure that the job 
description and all other relevant details are right 
before the vacancy is made fully available.


User access levels


engage|ats has a variety of user access levels 
available for you to choose from. All of which can 
be customised. For example, you could tailor your 
system to specify which vacancies or sections  
the candidates can view, or even which actions  
they can take.


Branded site and application form


As engage|ats is a major element of the recruitment 
process, it’s only fair that we let you brand it yourself. 
So that your system feels like you. From the entire 
site, down to the application form. And, to make the 
candidate experience even more special, you can 
even use Flash software. 


Content management


When we say ‘content’, we simply mean the text 
or features found on each page. Throughout 
engage|ats, you’re able to easily manage yours. 
This means that you can add to or update it at any 
moment, so that communication between you and 
your candidates is as smooth as can be. 


Pre-screening forms 


Pre-screen forms can be created whenever you like 
using the Form Builder. And you can choose from 
an array of options designed to prevent candidates 
from applying if they don’t meet the minimum 
requirements. With everything from killer questions 
to self-select messages – they’ll help you get to the 
right talent, faster. 


Embed links to documents  
in Vacancy Templates


Sometimes vacancies need supporting documents. 
We get that. If you need yours to appear to 
candidates with links to relevant PDFs, Word or 
Excel files, this function lets you do so with ease. 


Posting to multiple channels 


When you’re setting up vacancies, you can  
post them in one simple step to various channels. 
Online, intranet, agency, job board, and so on.  
You also have the option of creating different  
forms and process routes, and specifying dates  
for each individual channel.


Automated emails


As a recruiter, you can set up automatic emails 
for candidates at every stage of the process. As 
well as reminder emails to automatically prompt 
them to complete required actions if they haven’t 
after a certain amount of time. Emails to recruiters, 
agencies and other users of the system can also  
be set up.


Accessibility controls


Throughout engage|ats, you’ll find controls that allow 
you to change the size and colour contrast  
of the pages you’re looking at.


Referrals


To save on recruitment costs, a lot of companies 
opt for a referral programme. engage|ats allows your 
employees to notify their friends and acquaintances 
of current roles that are advertised externally.  
If a referred candidate applies via a referral link – 
generated by your current employee – engage|ats 
will take note, storing the referrer’s information 
against the candidate. Allowing you to measure 
success and reward your employee. 


Succession planning


While every job is important, there are certain  
high-profile roles that are business critical. 
engage|ats can help you to plan in advance,  
in case any of these roles suddenly become 
available. Our system allows you to invite current 
employees to register on the succession planning 
database. They’ll answer questions relevant to 
their future career and growth – and in turn, you 
build a pool of internal talent who would love to be 
considered if a role like that came up. And, when 
one does, your recruitment team can search  
the pool, saving time, money and effort on some  
of the hardest to fill roles. 


Vacancy archiving


Why delete outdated vacancies when you can 
‘Archive’ them? Meaning that you can reference  
or review archived vacancies at the touch of a 
button, or refresh them to make them live again. 


Managing your vacancies
When it comes to vacancy management, we’ve got you covered. Our range of options are advanced but remain easy to use.  
Quickly create templates and JDs, and apply them across channels and roles just as fast. 
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Candidate search


When it comes to searching for candidates, we 
have a ton of options. In fact, you can search for 
absolutely anything that’s been asked in their 
application form – all from a single search page. 
Anything from scores or recommendations a 
candidate may have received, to what vacancy 
they’ve applied for and where they saw it. 


CV search


Does what it says on the metaphorical tin. This 
feature allows you to search for candidates by their 
CV. Just enter relevant keywords into the search form 
and engage|ats will find candidate CVs that match. 


Anonymised recruitment


Anonymised recruitment is used to overcome 
unconscious bias and promote diversity in 
the workforce. It has become more popular in 
companies after a series of studies showed that 
people with ethnic names needed to send out  
50% more resumes before they got a call back  
than job hunters with “white” sounding names.  
Our Anonymised recruitment module is designed 
to resolve this potential bias, showing only the 
information needed by a vacancy manager to  
access the candidate and move them to the next 
stage of the process. We also have a CV Redaction 
tool, to hide form information that may also result  
in unconscious bias from hiring managers.  


CV Parsing


CV Parsing is essentially designed to save both 
you and your candidates time and effort. After 
candidates upload their CV, it’ll automatically 
populate your application form. So, candidates 
don’t need to manually copy over their details, and 
you, as recruiters, get all their information presented 
in a clear, standard and easy to compare format. 
Everyone wins.  


Manual and auto scoring forms


Manual scoring forms are easily created using the 
Form Builder. Use them as simple scoring forms 
to capture results from telephone interviews, 
assessment centres, face-to-face interviews – 
whatever you need. But remember, they can also be 
used as auto-process forms, moving candidates to 
a certain stage depending on the scores entered. 
Taking out a little legwork for you. 


Bulk options – printing, processing, 
emailing, recommending


There’s no hiding it, managing a large applicant  
pool can be a tricky business. That’s why we offer 
a number of bulk options to make it simple and fast. 
So that you can print, process, email and recommend 
large numbers of candidates, all in one go. 


Candidate flagging


Flagging options in engage|ats are advanced. If we 
do say so ourselves. When you’re building a form, 
you can specify which questions or answers you’d 
like flagging. When a candidate is flagged as a result 
of an answer they give on their application form, you 
can click on the flag and take a look at the question 
or answer. It can also be used to flag other items, 
like duplicates or speculative applicants. 


Recommendations module


Managers are busy people. This allows you to 
get their opinion efficiently. Managers follow a 
link from an email and are taken directly to their 
recommendations page. They don’t need to log 
in and can view all the candidates that have been 
sent to them to review. You can also send several 
candidates to several managers in one go, using 
that handy Bulk option. When managers are 
reviewing candidates, they can score them using the 
associated manual scoring form, suggest the stage 
they should be moved to, and add any notes.


Advanced recommendations module


Because they’re so busy, we believe managers should 
be allowed the flexibility to decide how they want to 
interact with engage|ats. They can either score online, 
or download an excel scoring sheet, enter their scores 
and recommendations in excel and upload them back 
into the system. They can also send CVs to other 
managers for second opinions. Used commonly for 
panel recruitment, Advanced Recommendations 
makes shortlisting as straightforward as it gets. 


Interview scheduling and booking


Within engage|ats, you’ll find a ‘Schedule Wizard’. 
No magic here – just a smart system. It helps you to 
create various interview schedules in an easy, step-
by-step process. Interviewees are invited to book 
interview slots online – reducing the admin involved 
in organising interviews. Candidates can then easily 
book an interview slot by viewing the calendar 
and clicking on the interview time they want. Final 
calendar invite confirmations can then be sent to 
both candidates and interviewers, without confusion. 


Agencies


engage|ats offers you an advanced, customised 
approach to working with your agencies and agents 
– and managing any candidates who are submitted 
through them. The system is flexible, and allows 
you to work with your agents in a number of ways. 
It can be adapted to fit with your usual processes. 
For example, if candidates that come from agents 
are anonymous, engage|ats won’t display their 
name – and vice versa. All aspects of engage|ats 
can be customised for you, right down to your 
correspondence and application forms.


Reference requests


This easy to use, reference requesting functionality 
allows you to request individual or multiple references 
from a candidate’s application, or request them 
in bulk for multiple candidates. Just select the 
appropriate reference form from our array of custom 
build options. Then set automatic reminders to be 
sent along with an email – or build a bespoke one if 


needed. Finally, choose to set a notification for when 
the reference returns, or take the option to contact 
the reference via the in-built email system, and have 
all communication recorded, time stamped, and 
sent from one central email-address. All to ensure 
consistency across the reference requesting process. 


Manage onboarding


engage|ats can centralise the on-boarding process, 
allowing you to record details of the offer. Things like 
salary start date, notice period, etc. This information 
can be merged into a contract template and uploaded 
to the candidate’s portal. The candidate can 
acknowledge receipt of the contract, and an email 
notification can be sent to the recruiter. What’s more, 
this information can be exported in various ways (auto 
email, FTP), for import into your HR system.


Secondment/Internal Talent Pools 


You can use engage|ats to build a talent pool of 
internal candidates who are up for adventure, and 
willing to be seconded to other roles within your 
business. Internal candidates can apply to the talent 
pool, and even specify how long they would like to 
be considered for these positions. Their requests 
are sent to their line managers for authorisation. 
Then, once candidates are in the talent pool, the 
recruitment team can invite them to apply for any 
secondment positions that pop up. The system 
actually manages your talent pool for you, cross-
referencing the dates of availability specified by the 
candidate and the secondment period.


Managing your candidates 
The recruitment process can be complex. But not if we have anything to do with it.  
engage|ats makes moving, managing and maintaining candidate information seamless, quick, and easy.  
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Job board integration


This is your one-stop-shop for publishing vacancies 
to several job boards in one go. Add job boards 
by stating their name and URL. It’s that simple. 
Vacancies can then be published with just a few 
clicks, and candidates can apply from there directly 
– accessing your engage|ats application form from 
the job board itself. Job board candidates can even 
be reported on, for you to see at a glance how 
successful various job boards are for finding the 
right candidates.


DBS checks


Integrated with your preferred supplier you can, 
on a per-candidate basis, request a DBS check of 
any type. Basic, Standard, Enhanced or more. The 
system then allows for the request to be sent and 
received back to the candidate’s record, with both 
the request and receiving date and time saved for 
reference. In addition, the DBS check status and 
details are saved within the system against the 
application. So, you’ll always know where it’s stored 
should you need it.


Online testing


engage|ats is there to support you throughout the 
entire testing process. Easily integrating with any 
online test providers to create a seamless process 
for candidates to take part in. The system can then 
process your candidates depending on their test 
scores and upload the results for you to see.  
Our ATS does all the heavy lifting – all you need  
to do is let us know the pass and fail rates for  
each test.


Intranet integration for internal 
candidates


If vacancies are posted on your intranet, candidates 
can apply from there directly. engage|ats will 
naturally consider them as ‘internal’ candidates. 
When setting up a vacancy, different forms, process 
routes and dates can be specified for your intranet 
channel, creating a unique process for internal 
candidates. To give you that level of customisation. 


API Suite


For some time, we’ve been looking for better ways 
of integrating candidate data from the engage|ats 
system, into a variety of HR systems. While this has 
always been possible though bespoke integrations, 
it’s usually complex, time consuming and costly to 
do. Last year, we embarked on a project to create  
a suite of API’s (Application Programming Interface’s) 
which will change the game. Making data transfer 
between engage|ats and any HR systems secure, 
safe and smooth. And what’s even better, is that our 
suite of API’s is now available for use. 


Software integration
engage|ats doesn’t just sit alongside your HR ecosystem, it fits right in. Here’s how. 
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Reporting suite


All system reports are handled by our data  
reporting suite. Full of features, it’s up for any task. 
Your reports can be customised and tailored using 
individual filters and can be saved, exported and 
manipulated in whatever way you need. From quick 
and easy basic level reporting, to more advanced 
reports – our system can make it all smooth.  
No matter how many segments of data you need. 


Bespoke reporting


engage|ats recognises that every system has 
different reporting needs. With that in mind, when  
we get started with any new client we take the time 
to define your bespoke reporting requirements.  
To create your own personal ‘suite’ of reports.  
This ‘suite’ can evolve as your system grows, 
allowing you to adjust and extract the exact 
information you need to drive the most efficient 
recruitment process possible. 


Sources functionality


Our sources functionality is advanced. Simply put,  
it allows you to easily manage your list of sources 
(the places where your candidate first saw your 
vacancy advertised). You can even input the 
question in your registration or application forms. 
Asking candidates to select a category and specific 
source when applying. These sources can also 
be unique to each vacancy, allowing them to be 
searched for and reported on. 


Tracking and tagging


Agencies, Job Boards, internal candidates –  
they’re all measurable and reportable via engage|ats. 
However, to go a step further, it’s great to know the 
journey of external candidates before they arrive 
at your virtual door. engage|ats can embed code 
into your site that can track your candidate journey, 
allowing you to see how effective your advertising 
media is.


Reporting and Tracking
We’re not the first to say it – and we definitely won’t be the last – but data really matters.  
It allows you to spot opportunities to improve at every point of the recruitment process.  
So, here’s how we can help. 
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Vacancy alerts


This feature keeps candidates keen, even if they 
don’t initially find a suitable role. They can sign 
up for vacancy alerts, so that you don’t have to 
rely on them to keep checking back in. They enter 
keywords, and the types of vacancies they’re 
interested in, and in return receive an email when 
matching postings appear. It keeps your candidates 
in the loop, and allows you to search for and 
correspond with them at any time. 


Candidate home page


Every candidate who registers on engage|ats will 
have their own personal home page. A hub for 
their activity. Keeping all the important parts in one 
place. From here, they can print their application 
forms, book interviews, access online tests, review 
correspondence, view their application status, 
search for and save vacancies – and even format  
the panels on the home page to appear exactly  
as they’d like to see them. 


Keyword search


If your candidates can search for vacancies using 
keywords, it makes it much easier for them to find 
what they’re looking for. If a vacancy exists with 
the keyword they punch in, engage|ats will let them 
know. Whether it’s in the vacancy template or job 
description. These keywords can be entered as early 
as when signing up for a vacancy alert, or when 
sending a speculative application.


Save and return to application form


Wasting time is the worst. In a busy world, this 
feature is invaluable for candidates filling out an 
application form. It lets them save it at any time  
and then return to it when they’re ready – all directly 
from their home page.


CV and multiple document upload 


When applying, candidates can be asked for or 
required to upload a CV – or other documents. These 
documents can be uploaded onto a candidate’s profile 
at any time by you, and can be printed or sent to a 
manager for review.


Automated emails 


Candidates can receive automated emails when they 
register to engage|ats, apply for roles, and at any 
stage of the application process. It just depends on 
when and where you want them delivered. 


Send to a friend and sharing 


This feature takes word of mouth and makes it 
digital. If candidates want to pass on details about 
a vacancy to a friend, this function of our online 
platform couldn’t make it easier. 


Map view of vacancies


Candidates can choose how they browse vacancies. 
There’s the option of a simple list, or a map. If location 
is what they’re looking for. 


Self-service interview scheduling


Once a schedule for your interviews or recruitment 
event has been published, candidates can quickly 
and easily book their interview slot. All they 
need to do is view the calendar and click on the 
interview time they want. Simple. Once confirmed, 
final calendar confirmations are then sent to both 
candidates and interviewers. 


FAQ page 


You can manage the FAQ page with the easy-to-use 
editing tools. They allow you to further enhance the 
experience for your candidates, as they’re constantly 
kept informed of the answers to an unlimited range 
of the most common questions.


Candidate focused features
First impressions are important in interviews. But they often come far before that. For candidates – it’s when they apply for your role.  
That’s why providing a seamless, positive experience couldn’t really be more important. 
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